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Teddy Fay returns to his roots in espionage, in the latest thriller from #1 New York Times-

bestselling author Stuart Woods.When Teddy Fay receives a freelance assignment from a

gentleman he can't refuse, he jets off to Paris on the hunt for a treasonous criminal. But as

Teddy unearths more information that just doesn't seem to connect, his straightforward mission

becomes far bigger--and stranger--than he could imagine. The trail of bread crumbs leads to

secrets hidden within secrets, evildoers trading in money and power, and a global threat on an

unprecedented scale. Under the beautiful veneer of the City of Lights, true villainy lurks in the

shadows...and Teddy Fay alone can prevent the impending disaster.

"The pure voyeuristic joy of this series lies in Fay's remarkable skills and the abundance of

gadgets and resources at his fingertips. . . . A galloping good read."—BooklistMore praise for

Skin Game“The ingenious ways in which Teddy outwits his adversaries is a large part of this

entry’s appeal. Series fans will hope he has a long career.”—Publishers Weekly “Ingenious.”—

Kirkus Reviews About the AuthorStuart Woods is the author of more than eighty-five novels,

including the #1 New York Times-bestselling Stone Barrington series. He is a native of Georgia

and began his writing career in the advertising industry. Chiefs, his debut in 1981, won the

Edgar Award. An avid sailor and pilot, Woods lives in Florida, Maine, and Connecticut. --This

text refers to the paperback edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights

reserved.1.Teddy Fay finished his twenty laps in the terrace pool. He pulled himself out and sat

on the deck, drinking in the morning sun.His broken leg had nearly healed. Remarkable,

considering the amount of stress he'd subjected it to before allowing it to be put in a cast. Or

rather, put back in a cast. Extenuating circumstances had forced him to cut off the original cast

in order to deal with a life-or-death situation. He'd been a good boy since, even followed his

rehab regimen.The fact that he liked swimming didn't hurt.He got up, sat in a deck chair, and

poured himself a cool glass of lemonade.Teddy enjoyed the three-story split-level Hollywood

house on Mullholland Drive that he'd purchased in the name of Billy Barnett. Teddy had three

identities. That is . . . three current identities. In the course of his career, he had played many

roles, occasionally more than one at a time, but they were usually temporary. As Billy Barnett,

he had risen through the ranks from production assistant to producer at Centurion Studios. As

Mark Weldon, he was a stuntman who had evolved into a character actor who specialized in

playing villains.As Teddy Fay, he was not known at all.His cell phone rang. Teddy scooped it up.

"Hello?""Billy Barnett?""Yes.""This is Lance Cabot."Teddy nearly dropped the phone. Lance

Cabot was the head of the CIA. Teddy had worked for Lance once, before going rogue and

killing people who deserved to die. Lance had organized a global manhunt for him, but Teddy

was so elusive they soon elevated him to the top of the Most Wanted list. When even a

presidential pardon failed to cool the Agency's ardor, Teddy changed his name and dropped

out of sight. He'd been rumored dead. Most agents subscribed to the rumor.Teddy said, "Why

would the head of the CIA be calling a Hollywood film producer?""I'm not calling you in your

producer capacity."Teddy paused. "Go on.""We have a problem in Paris.""Oh?""We have a

mole. Which is ridiculous-there's nothing happening in Paris that would warrant an enemy

power planting a mole at that branch. The Agency was tracking only one individual recently, a

low-level Syrian agent named Hassan Hamui. Recently he suddenly dropped out of sight, as if

he knew he was under surveillance: knew when, how, and by whom. That's why we think we



have a mole.""And you want someone to handle the situation? Well, I'm not the man you're

looking for. I happen to know you went out of your way to try to kill him, so I'd hardly care to be

that guy. But if you want me to apply my meager talents to the situation, perhaps we can work

something out.""You want money?""Hardly. I can't be bought because I have all I need. I'm not

above doing a favor for a friend, but you hardly fit into that category.""You're still alive, aren't

you?""What do you mean by that?""If I wanted to, finding and killing you wouldn't be hard. After

all, I made this phone call.""Is that a threat?""Not at all. I'm pointing it out as a token of

friendship, since such things seem to matter.""What would I have to do?""Go undercover,

assume a new identity. I know you've played everybody from a bag lady to a bank president,

but this might be sort of a stretch.""Oh? Who do I have to pretend to be?""A CIA

operative.""Thanks a heap.""I need you to leave at once.""Are you picking me up

here?""No.""Will you fly me from New York?""It shouldn't look like we brought you in. Our mole

would go on high alert. It has to appear as if you're emerging from deep cover. Whoever you

wish to be will suddenly appear in our records as if he'd been there all the time. You get to pick

your own legend. Once you do, you might let me know who you are.""You're saying no one's

running me. There's no one in charge of this mission I can contact.""Would you listen to them if

there were?""What's my cover story?""It doesn't matter, just so you have one. We have a leak.

We don't know how high or low it goes, but we can't be telling people who might be the leak

that we're looking for the leak.""I have to create my own cover, fly myself in, and make up my

own assignment?""I thought you'd like that.""Fuck you, too, Lance."--This text refers to the

paperback edition.Read more
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FINISHED his twenty laps in the terrace pool. He pulled himself out and sat on the deck,

drinking in the morning sun.His broken leg had nearly healed. Remarkable, considering the

amount of stress he’d subjected it to before allowing it to be put in a cast. Or rather, put back in

a cast. Extenuating circumstances had forced him to cut off the original cast in order to deal

with a life-or-death situation. He’d been a good boy since, even followed his rehab regimen.The

fact that he liked swimming didn’t hurt.He got up, sat in a deck chair, and poured himself a cool

glass of lemonade.Teddy enjoyed the three-story split-level Hollywood house on Mullholland

Drive that he’d purchased in the name of Billy Barnett. Teddy had three identities. That is . . .

three current identities. In the course of his career, he had played many roles, occasionally

more than one at a time, but they were usually temporary. As Billy Barnett, he had risen

through the ranks from production assistant to producer at Centurion Studios. As Mark Weldon,

he was a stuntman who had evolved into a character actor who specialized in playing

villains.As Teddy Fay, he was not known at all.His cell phone rang. Teddy scooped it up.

“Hello?”“Billy Barnett?”“Yes.”“This is Lance Cabot.”Teddy nearly dropped the phone. Lance

Cabot was the head of the CIA. Teddy had worked for Lance once, before going rogue and

killing people who deserved to die. Lance had organized a global manhunt for him, but Teddy

was so elusive they soon elevated him to the top of the Most Wanted list. When even a

presidential pardon failed to cool the Agency’s ardor, Teddy changed his name and dropped

out of sight. He’d been rumored dead. Most agents subscribed to the rumor.Teddy said, “Why

would the head of the CIA be calling a Hollywood film producer?”“I’m not calling you in your

producer capacity.”Teddy paused. “Go on.”“We have a problem in Paris.”“Oh?”“We have a mole.

Which is ridiculous—there’s nothing happening in Paris that would warrant an enemy power

planting a mole at that branch. The Agency was tracking only one individual recently, a low-

level Syrian agent named Hassan Hamui. Recently he suddenly dropped out of sight, as if he

knew he was under surveillance: knew when, how, and by whom. That’s why we think we have

a mole.”“And you want someone to handle the situation? Well, I’m not the man you’re looking

for. I happen to know you went out of your way to try to kill him, so I’d hardly care to be that guy.

But if you want me to apply my meager talents to the situation, perhaps we can work

something out.”“You want money?”“Hardly. I can’t be bought because I have all I need. I’m not

above doing a favor for a friend, but you hardly fit into that category.”“You’re still alive, aren’t

you?”“What do you mean by that?”“If I wanted to, finding and killing you wouldn’t be hard. After

all, I made this phone call.”“Is that a threat?”“Not at all. I’m pointing it out as a token of

friendship, since such things seem to matter.”“What would I have to do?”“Go undercover,

assume a new identity. I know you’ve played everybody from a bag lady to a bank president,

but this might be sort of a stretch.”“Oh? Who do I have to pretend to be?”“A CIA

operative.”“Thanks a heap.”“I need you to leave at once.”“Are you picking me up

here?”“No.”“Will you fly me from New York?”“It shouldn’t look like we brought you in. Our mole

would go on high alert. It has to appear as if you’re emerging from deep cover. Whoever you

wish to be will suddenly appear in our records as if he’d been there all the time. You get to pick

your own legend. Once you do, you might let me know who you are.”“You’re saying no one’s

running me. There’s no one in charge of this mission I can contact.”“Would you listen to them if

there were?”“What’s my cover story?”“It doesn’t matter, just so you have one. We have a leak.

We don’t know how high or low it goes, but we can’t be telling people who might be the leak

that we’re looking for the leak.”“I have to create my own cover, fly myself in, and make up my

own assignment?”“I thought you’d like that.”“Fuck you, too, Lance.”2.ABAD RIPPED OFF his

headset. This was the call he’d been waiting for. He was sure of it. Fahd Kassin would be

pleased.It was one thing to bug the phone of the most powerful man in the CIA. It was another



to sit through the endless daily minutia that flowed through his office. Abad was excited as he

jammed a memory stick into the computer and began the transfer.• • •FAHD KASSIN WAS a

bundle of nerves. The coup the Syrian strongman had been planning for months was on the

horizon, and things were going wrong. How could it be? His agent had infiltrated the CIA

station in Paris, and from all reports the Agency had no idea of his intentions. And yet, a spy

was suspected. A mole, that was what they called it. They had no idea who it might be, but the

fact they suspected anyone was cause for alarm.Defensive measures were mandatory. Just for

a couple more weeks. Just until he made himself the most powerful man in the world.In the

meantime, it was crucial that Syrian intelligence didn’t become aware of his plan. Fahd Kassin’s

project was not officially sanctioned. It was not sanctioned at all.There was a knock on the

door.“Come in.”A computer hacker entered. Fahd couldn’t recall his name. He was one of the

men assigned to monitor the phone and wiretaps.“Yes?” Fahd said impatiently.Even his tone

could not dampen the hacker’s excitement. “I got it! The call you wanted to be alerted to. The

head of the CIA called a man in California. He told him there was a mole in the Paris office and

asked him to take care of it.”“Who did he call?”“A Mr. Billy Barnett.”“And who is ‘Billy

Barnett’?”“A Hollywood producer.”Fahd frowned. “A movie producer?”“That’s right. The

producer tried to claim he wasn’t the man he was looking for.”“You recorded the

conversation?”“Yes. It’s on this memory stick.”“I can listen to it here?”“Yes.”“Show me.”The

hacker plugged the memory stick into Fahd’s computer. He opened the file of Lance’s calls, and

played back the last one.Fahd said, “What are you doing about the movie producer?”“When the

director called him, I tuned in to his cell phone frequency.”“You can do that?”“Yes. Do you want

me to explain how?”“No. You’re telling me I can listen in to his calls from my

computer?”“Yes.”“Show me how.”The hacker plugged in Billy Barnett’s phone number, and

opened the channel. “He’s not on the phone at the moment, but if he makes a call, you can

hear it by clicking this tab.”“Good job. This could be important.”“Yes. I will write it up in

detail.”“No need. You have reported it to me. I will take it from here.”“Of course, sir. It is your

project. I will merely report the facts.”“You don’t need to do that.”“It’s no trouble.”Fahd frowned. It

was trouble from his point of view. He had his own agenda, and there were certain things he

did not wish known, even by his own minions.This was one of them.Fahd nodded. “Who else

did you show this to?”“No one. I put it on the memory stick and came right in.”“Good job. Show

me again how I access his phone.”The hacker hunched over the computer.Fahd pushed a

button on his desk.A short, squat man in a drab brown suit glided in the door on little cat feet.

He stepped up behind the hacker, deftly removed a handgun from a shoulder holster under his

coat, and shot him in the head.The hacker collapsed on the keyboard.Fahd flinched. He was

afraid the man might hit the wrong key and close the program. But the hacker slid off the

keyboard and slumped to the ground.“I trust you’ll deal with the body,” Fahd said to Aziz.Aziz

didn’t answer. He never spoke. Impassive as ever, he picked up the body of the hacker, threw

him over his shoulder, and carried him out.Fahd Kassin sat at the computer and looked at the

screen the hacker had opened for him.Fahd shook his head. “Billy Barnett.”3.TEDDY FAY

DROVE onto the back lot of Centurion Studios. The guard at the gate waved him in. Teddy was

a well-known figure on the movie set. As producer Billy Barnett, he was a man of some

importance. He even had his own parking space, though he still felt funny using it.Teddy let

himself in through the soundstage. Nothing was filming that day, and it was faster than walking

around to the main entrance. Teddy made his way down the corridor to the production

offices.Peter Barrington was in his. The young director was in the earliest stages of

preproduction for his next feature. The film hadn’t even been cast yet.Rita, his assistant,

buzzed him over the intercom. “Billy Barnett’s here.”“Send him in.”Billy found Peter at his desk



huddled over a few pages of script.“Working on a rewrite?” Teddy said.Peter looked up and

grinned. “Hi, Billy. The changes aren’t for me. We’re auditioning Liz Hampton for a role. She’s a

little long in the tooth for it, as written.”“You’d rewrite the part for her?”“I would if we got her. It

wouldn’t hurt the story any, and she’s one of those actresses who’s box-office gold for good

reason. People like to see her name in the credits because they know it means a good

performance.”“Yeah. I notice there’s no part for character actor Mark Weldon in the

movie.”“There really isn’t,” Peter said. “I was hoping you’d be content with producing this one.”“I

had another idea. I don’t think you’re getting all the credit you deserve. I would think ‘produced,

written, and directed by’ would go a long way toward establishing you as an auteur.”Peter

grinned. “Yeah, right. And maybe I’ll do hair and makeup, too. Trust me, writing and directing is

enough. So can I count on you?”Teddy grimaced. “The thing is, I kind of have to do a favor.”“For

a friend?”“Not exactly. But it needs to be done. Can I have some time off?”“You know you

can.”“I don’t want to presume.”“Billy. After everything you’ve done for me and this studio, you

can do anything you want.”“Well, I might like to try my hand at music director.”“Except

that.”“How about caterer?”Peter grinned. “Go on. Get out of here.”4.STONE BARRINGTON

WAS having a drink in his office with Dino Bacchetti. As one might expect in a conversation

between one of New York City’s top attorneys and the New York City police commissioner,

weighty matters were being discussed. At the moment, the bone of contention was where to

have dinner.In the past, it was always Elaine’s. Since it closed, the choice was often Patroon,

but tonight Dino was lobbying for Peter Luger, the famed Brooklyn steakhouse.“I don’t think so,”

Stone said.“What do you have against Peter Luger?” Dino wanted to know.“I have nothing

against Peter Luger. It’s too late to get a reservation.”“I’m the New York City police

commissioner. Do you really think I can’t get a reservation?”“Wouldn’t that be abuse of

power?”“Absolutely. It’s the only reason I took the job.”“Aw, come on, Dino. Think of the people

who will be canceled to make room.”“No one will be canceled. Someone will get crowded

closer to the kitchen.”The phone rang. Stone scooped it up. “Hello?”“Hi, Stone.”“Billy!” Stone

said. Then to Dino, “Hey, Dino, it’s Billy Barnett.”“Invite him to dinner,” Dino said.“Dino and I

were just planning dinner.”“I’m in L.A.”“That makes it harder.”“Where are you going to go?”“We

were just talking about it. Dino’s pushing Peter Luger.”“Wish I were there. I love their steak. Why

are you arguing?”“We don’t have a reservation.”“And Dino thinks they’ll serve him

anyway?”“Ever since they made him commissioner he’s got a swelled head.”“Hey, I’m right

here,” Dino protested.“So why did you call?” Stone said.“Actually, I was calling about dinner,”

Teddy said. “I can’t make it tonight, but how about tomorrow?”“That would be great. Where do

you want to eat?”“Paris.”5.FAHD KASSIN, WHO had been monitoring Billy Barnett’s calls,

honed in on the word Paris. It put him on high alert, and he listened to the rest of the

conversation with eager anticipation.He was disappointed. Billy Barnett failed to elaborate on

the comment, saying merely that he would see Stone tomorrow.Fahd threw down the

headphones in disgust. Why couldn’t the man have been more explicit? Instead, he’d hardly

been any help at all. He’d referred to the man he called as “Stone,” probably a nickname, and

they referred to a third man as the commissioner, though no one said commissioner of what.

He also had an unlikely name, though Fahd couldn’t recall it, he’d have to listen to the

recording again. Fahd didn’t want to do that, he wanted a lackey to do it for him. Only he’d had

that lackey shot.All right. Billy Barnett was in Los Angeles, but the number he’d called was in a

different area code: 212. He could look that up. More grunt work.Fahd summoned one of the

techies from the other room. The man came in rather hesitantly. The last techie summoned

from that room had never returned.“What’s your name?”“Joram.”Fahd handed him a piece of

paper. “Trace this phone number, Joram. I want to know who owns it, and where he lives.”“Yes,



sir.”As the techie scurried out, Fahd heard a ringtone sound coming from the headphones,

indicating one of the lines he was tracking was making a call. He looked at the computer

screen. It was Billy Barnett again. Fahd grabbed the headphones and jammed them on.Fahd

hoped he was calling his party back, but this time it was an eight hundred number. It rang twice

before it was picked up.“Thank you for calling American Airlines. If you are checking on a

reservation, press one. If you are changing a reservation, press two. If you are making a new

reservation, press three.”The recorded menu would have daunted most callers, but over the

mechanical voice there came the touch tone sounds of Billy Barnett punching in some code or

other, and almost immediately the line was answered by an actual human being.“American

Airlines reservations, this is Jeremy, how may I help you?”Aside from taking Billy first, Jeremy

treated him just like any other customer, and took his reservation.When Billy hung up, Fahd

smiled in satisfaction. At last he had something he could deal with.Fahd took off the

headphones and picked up the phone.6.DARBY WAS GLAD to get the call. His current

assignment was dull work on behalf of a Syrian asset. No chance to hone his skills. Not that

they needed honing. He was, and always had been, a first-rate assassin. A good soldier, he’d

accepted the transfer, still, L.A. was a little like being put out to pasture. He’d been happier in

Washington, D.C., where jobs were frequent. He heartily disagreed with the assessment that

the capital had become too hot for him, though he kept that opinion to himself, of course. He

moved to L.A., and waited for the job that never came.He could hardly believe it

had.“Yes?”“Billy Barnett just booked a seat on the red-eye to New York. See that he doesn’t

go.”“Is he listed?”“Address on Mulholland Drive. You can google him for a picture.”“I know my

job.”“Then why did you ask?”Darby knew better than to answer. He took his medicine and

waited.“Call me when it’s done.”The phone clicked dead.Darby put on a shoulder holster and

slipped in his gun. It was a brand-new throw-down piece, as were all his weapons. Ballistics

would never link one hit of his to another.Darby went to his computer and found a photo of Billy

Barnett. He didn’t bother to print it out. One glance and it was engrained in his memory.He

looked up Billy Barnett’s address and checked the time of the flight’s departure. It would be

easier to kill him at home, but he wasn’t necessarily there, and finding out that he wasn’t would

take too much time for comfort.It didn’t matter where Billy Barnett was now. He knew where he

was going to be.He’d have to take him out at the airport.7.TEDDY BREEZED RIGHT through

the airport. The check-in line was long, but he was flying business class, so he zipped through

the priority line. He checked his suitcase, collected his boarding pass, and headed for security.

Billy Barnett had TSA precheck, so once again he skipped the line. He handed his boarding

pass and photo ID to the TSA agent, was approved, and walked on toward the metal detector.

He didn’t even have to take off his shoes.Darby watched in helpless frustration. His first

assignment in months, and the man just walked away. He could not fail. He had to get through

security.Darby went back to check-in and got in the priority line. There was only one passenger

ahead of him. He waited impatiently for the man to be done, then stepped up to the

counter.“One business class ticket to JFK.”“That flight is sold out.”“Check again.”The woman

did. “Actually we have a late cancellation. I can put you on standby.”“Standby?”“There is a

waiting list.”“Put me on the top of it.”“I can’t do that.”Darby palmed three hundred dollars across

the counter. “Yes, you can.”The woman whisked the bills under the counter. “May I have your

credit card and photo ID, please?”• • •DARBY HAD one more problem. There was no way he

was getting his gun through security. He went into the men’s room, took his jacket off, and

slipped out of the shoulder holster. He draped his jacket over his arm, covering the holster and

gun, and found a bank of storage lockers. He stuck the gun and holster into locker 67, slipped

the key into his pocket, and went to security.Darby did not have TSA precheck, so he had to go



through the whole aggravating routine. He took off his shoes, his belt, and his jacket, put them

in a plastic tray, and sent them through the scanner. He put his watch, his wallet, the change in

his pocket, and the key from the storage locker in a little plastic bowl. He stepped into the

scanner and held up his arms while the X-ray machine performed its inspection, and the guard

on the other side waved him on. He put on his shoes, his belt, and his jacket, and retrieved the

items from the plastic bowl. The wallet went in his hip pocket, his key and change in his front

pocket.He slipped on his watch. As always when putting it on, he checked that the mechanism

was working. He pushed the stem sideways, and surreptitiously pulled out the razor-thin wire,

just an inch, just enough to make sure it was gliding smoothly.It was.All systems were go.Darby

set off looking for his prey.8.TEDDY WAS ENJOYING the perks of the priority lounge, in

particular the cappuccino he’d managed to coax out of the machine. It had taken some doing.

You had to know what buttons to press. Part of the operation was a touch screen and part of it

wasn’t, and knowing which was which was the key to success. Teddy felt like he did watching

kids play video games. A kid would have figured out the machine in a snap. With no kid

available, it took Teddy a little longer.Teddy took a sip of cappuccino, and set it down on the

table in front of him. As he glanced up, a man on the other side of the lounge looked away.In

and of itself that was not suspicious, but something about the guy raised a red flag. Perhaps it

was that he appeared to have no luggage at all—not even a small bag for a day trip—or just

that he looked a little out of place in the exclusive priority lounge.Could someone be onto him

so soon? Apparently someone could. Teddy had no idea who the man was, or how long he’d

had been there, but he guessed it had been a while. Surely he couldn’t be planning to make his

move on the plane? A dead man on a cross-country flight, even if he wasn’t discovered until

after it landed, would lead to unpleasant inquiries. The assassin—for Teddy suspected that’s

what he was—would have to make his move now.• • •DARBY HAD NO intention of getting

on the plane. He needed to take care of business before the plane boarded, so he could skip

the flight to New York, exit security, and retrieve his gun and holster from the storage locker. So

when it came close to the time when the flight would board, he allowed himself to be spotted

by his quarry, hoping that would induce the man to do something elusive, to make a move, to

try and get away. While that might work with the safety of the security gate to scuttle through,

here in the priority lounge there was no place to hide.It had to be here. And while the

authorities would doubtless put together the dead passenger in the priority lounge with the

other priority passenger who failed to take the flight, all that meant was the identity on that

credit card and ID would have to be retired. It didn’t matter. He had several others. In that event,

he wondered if the powers that be would decide that L.A. had become too hot and reassign

him.His quarry got up and headed for the buffet table. There wasn’t much that time of night,

just a few cookies to go along with the coffee from the machine. Before he got there, the man

made a quick right turn and headed for the men’s room.Darby gave him a head start and then

followed him in.The priority men’s room was small and plush. Two urinals, three sinks, and

three toilet stalls. The doors on the stalls were not cheap metal affairs you could see under, but

floor-to-ceiling solid wood doors that closed and locked, automatically changing the VACANT

sign to OCCUPIED.There was no one in the men’s room, but one of the stalls read

OCCUPIED. The others read VACANT. Darby checked them anyway, just to be safe, but there

was no one there. Darby stationed himself in front of the occupied stall. He pressed the stem

on his watch and slid out the wire.A passenger entered the men’s room. He saw Darby

standing by the occupied stall, and figured he was waiting for it. He saw the vacant signs on

the other stalls and frowned. What was wrong with them? He gave Darby a look, and pushed

one open. Apparently it met with his approval because he went inside and locked the door.The



click of that bolt was followed by the click of another; the sign on the door Darby was watching

went from OCCUPIED to VACANT. Darby tensed the wire.The door cracked open, a hand

snaked out and yanked him inside. His right arm was snapped in a sudden motion like

someone cracking a whip, but his cry of pain was choked off in his throat. It took him a second

to realize it was the razor wire, wound around his own neck by the whip-like action and twisted

tight as it bit into the flesh. Darby flailed against it, but it was hopeless.Soon he was beyond

realizing anything.9.TEDDY FAY RELAXED in his business class seat while the flight attendant

refilled his glass of champagne.“Enjoying your flight, Mr. Barnett?” She gestured to the empty

seat next to him. “You certainly have room to spread out, since your friend didn’t show.”“I’m

traveling alone. I have no idea whose seat that is.”“Would you like his champagne, too?”“Now

you’re being naughty,” Teddy said.• • •FAHD CALLED HIS contact in New York. “There’s a

man named Billy Barnett on the red-eye from L.A.”“Yes?”“He was supposed to be stopped

before he got on the plane. My man has not called in, so I suspect he failed in his objective. I

want him met at JFK. See that he doesn’t reach Manhattan.”“Of course.”The contact wiped the

sleep out of his eyes. It was four AM. He had time, but not much. When did the damn plane

land, anyway? He checked the arrival. He had time to send someone to the airport, but who? It

would be a routine identification. The passengers all came out the same door, no matter where

they were going. His man just had to be standing there. Any moron could do it. He could even

give it to Shorty. No, probably not Shorty. How about Cal? It would serve him right. The son of a

bitch was getting arrogant. Nothing like a four AM call for a routine job to knock him down a

peg. The contact was grinning as he picked up the phone.• • •TEDDY WOKE UP an hour

before the plane would land. He grabbed his kit and went into the restroom. Nothing suspicious

in that, many passengers would be taking their toiletries into the lavatories to brush their teeth

and freshen up before arrival. But Teddy’s wasn’t a toiletry kit. It was a makeup kit. He opened

it up next to the sink and looked in the mirror. What did he need to change? More specifically,

what did he need to change so he wouldn’t look like Billy Barnett, but would still look enough

like Billy Barnett that the flight attendant wouldn’t notice a different passenger in the seat? Hair

color, eye color, nose, and chin. He decided to go younger. Darker hair. A paler complexion

than a man used to the Hollywood sun. That should do it.Working quickly, Teddy altered his

appearance. He was satisfied with the result. The face looking back from the mirror was

unrecognizable from the one before.Teddy closed up his makeup kit, flushed the toilet, washed

his hands, and peered out the door. The flight attendants were busy getting the breakfast trays

ready. Teddy slipped out of the bathroom and returned to his seat. He removed a floppy safari

hat from his briefcase, pulled it on, and settled back with his head averted.The disguise of the

disguise worked. The flight attendant served him breakfast without batting an eye.When they

landed, Teddy got off the plane, keeping his head down. As he followed the signs to ground

transportation and baggage claim, he pulled the hat off and put it in his briefcase. He didn’t

want to disguise his appearance now, in fact, attempting to do so would only make others look

more closely. He was just another passenger from the flight collecting his bags.• • •IN THE

BAGGAGE claim area, Cal tracked the flight on his iPhone. He knew when the plane set down,

long before it was posted on the arrivals board. He didn’t know if his quarry had checked

baggage, but it didn’t matter. All the passengers walked out the same way, whether they were

headed for the carousel or for ground transportation.Cal had the passenger’s photo. He

checked it again, not that he needed to. He’d checked it when he got the assignment. But four-

in-the-morning assignments were a pain in the ass. You weren’t at your best when woken from

a sound sleep, and in this job you wanted to be at your best.The target looked like your

everyday schmuck, the type of guy anyone could handle. How the man in L.A. could have



missed him was a wonder. It was the only interesting thing about the assignment.It would be

sticky if he couldn’t spot him in the airport. He’d have to pull him out of the taxi line. Not good,

but doable. It would be worse if the man had a limo waiting, but he probably didn’t. In the

cluster of limo drivers holding up signs, none said Billy Barnett.After what seemed an eternity,

passengers began to stream out. Some of them headed for the flight’s carousel. But not the

passenger he wanted.• • •TEDDY FAY WENT down the ramp and headed for the carousel to

retrieve his suitcase. It was among the first bags out, one of the benefits of going business

class. He scooped it up and headed for ground transportation.After his adventure in the LAX

airport, Teddy was on guard for trouble here. He easily spotted the hitman standing in line. The

man was on high alert, watching all directions. Clearly he was waiting for someone who wasn’t

expecting him.Teddy wasn’t worried. If the guy hadn’t recognized him on his way to the

carousel, he wouldn’t recognize him now.Teddy exited the building and got in the taxi line. It

was moderately long. He’d have time to make a call before he got in the cab. He popped open

his suitcase and took out a burner phone.10.MILLIE MARTINDALE WAS having breakfast with

Quentin Phillips.The young agent smiled at her over a forkful of scrambled eggs. “You want to

join the FBI?”“You asked me that last week.”“Yes, I did.”“And what did I say?”“You said

no.”“That’s right.”“That’s why I’m asking you again.”“You can ask all you like. You’re going to get

the same answer.”“You loved being in the field. You were good at it.”“I wasn’t good handling the

press.”“You said ‘no comment’ as well as anyone.”“I said it to you and you nearly kicked me out

of the bedroom.”Circumstances had conspired to send Millie and Quentin on a clandestine

assignment together. The fact that she had been the lead and was forced to withhold vital

information from him had not set well with the young agent.Millie smiled, patted him on the

hand. “I am never putting myself in that position again.”Millie’s cell phone rang. She took it out

of her purse.“Let it go to voice mail,” Quentin said.“It’s my other boyfriend. If I don’t answer, he’ll

suspect something.”Quentin smiled. “You’re terrible.”Millie clicked the phone on. “Hello?”“Hello,

Millie.”“Who is this?”“You knew me as Fred Walker.”Millie’s face froze. It was the leader of the

mission that had caused trouble between Millie and Quentin.“I’m sorry, I have to take this,”

Millie said. She got up and stepped away from the table.Quentin frowned as she went out the

door.“All right, what’s up?” Millie demanded.“I have an assignment for you.”“I don’t want it.”“You

don’t know what it is.”“The last time you gave me an assignment, I got credit for a man you

killed.”“No one blamed you. He deserved to die.”“I didn’t kill him!” Millie took a breath. “Get

someone else.”“Oddly enough, there’s no one else I trust. At least for this job. I promise it won’t

be like last time. You won’t have to carry a gun. You won’t even have to leave D.C.”“Can I tell

Quentin about it?”“Oh, God, no.”“Then I can’t do it.”“A possible terrorist plot is going to succeed

or fail based on whether you have a spat with your boyfriend?”“Why can’t you get someone

else?”“There’s no one else qualified.”“I find that hard to believe.”“You have the contacts. Your

boyfriend doesn’t have to know.”“Oh, no? I’m not even sure how to explain this phone

call.”“Good. You’ll do it. Here’s the deal. I just need a go-between. I need you to contact

someone for me.”“Why can’t you?”“I’ll be out of the country, and he has to be contacted in

person. It can’t be on the phone, and it can’t be in his office. He has to meet you in a neutral

setting. That’s crucial. Insist on it.”“And if I can get him to do that?”“Pass along the message

and tell him what to do. He’ll understand.”“Giving orders was never my forte.”“But you’ll do

it?”“I’ll do it. Who do you want me to boss around?”
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Michael, “Woods scores again with Teddy Fay. I always enjoy the creative thinking and writing

that Stuart Woods employs to get Stone Barrington out of one mess and into another--ditto

women! With Teddy Fay, though, the author had to jump through hoops to make a character

who started as a rogue CIA asset and a remorseless killer sympathetic enough that his

audience might accept the character as a protagonist. It took several novels and a secret

Presidential pardon, but Woods has done just that with Teddy Fay. Indeed, the reader ends up

rooting for Fay and for his brand of vigilante justice. That took pretty cool writing and patience!

Indeed, in this book Fay's former masters at CIA use him as a deniable--and completely

independent--agent. As always, Fay does everything his way--but the "mission" is successful,

as is his third stand alone novel.”

micharch, “Some intrigue and betrayal.. Teddy knows his life has gotten way more complicated

when he gets a call from Lance Cabot asking him to find a mole in the CIA's Paris office.

Teddy is no slouch in the arena of deception so he goes at this with gusto. He enlists the help

of Stone and Dino when it becomes apparent that someone wants to stop him before he even

begins. There were a few twists and turns but I really did enjoy this story. Thought it was

interesting that Teddy was fooled for a bit.  Teddy is a great character and a good read for me.”

Traci L, “Good old fashion spy story. This book focuses on Teddy Fay with appearances by

Stone Barrington and Dino Bacchetti. This is a good stand alone read as there a there are no

real bits of previous stories playing a role in this storyThis one was more enjoyable than many

of the Stone Barrington books because it focuses on the strategy of the spy work and

deception. There are some good twists md turns but much of the intriguing parts are the

execution of the espionage and the thwarting of the bad guys.”

"Cal", “It Was Fun. First, for those reviewers that don't like reading the authors politics - I

agree. I ignore it as fact, and remember it really IS FICTION. Teddy is unique, always comes



up with clever ways to solve his crime. I enjoyed Dino having more lines in this novel. Stone is

a character that the author enjoys fantasizing to be - so constant women adore him. If you just

roll with it, take it for fun and easy reading, its a fast paced "who dunnit" and generally I know

way before the end who it is..but the fun getting there is a great escape. I have not enjoyed co-

authored books as much as I did this particular move.”

Nancy444, “Fascinating!. Teddy Fay is one of my favorite characters, and this one is just great.

At first I was afraid that, because of the title and discovering the potential plot of the story, there

would be cruelty by non-regular characters. That did not happen. I am very happy with this new

novel by Stuart Woods.  I pre-order his books at every available opportunity.”

miznic, “Need a good mental escape? Here you go.. Stuart Woods seems to be at his best

writing characters that have branched out from his Stone Barrington series. Teddy Fay is a

character I didn't initially like - but he grew onto me in recent years. Now, I'd rather read the

Teddy Fay and Herbie Fisher series. Anyway, this book - the suspense in this book reminds me

of how he used to write before he started the Barrington books - way way back in the day.

That's the kind of writing I miss from Woods.I DO recommend this one for that reason alone. -

it's a bit cheesy, but it's good, escapist fun. Can't think of a better way to waste a few hours.”

Laura Snure, “Long but fast. I really like Teddy Fay! Mr. Woods, you have a great character in

Teddy. He's well written and intriguing. His background is well developed and the mentions of

him from the Barrington universe makes him feel like you've known him forever.This story is

long but it moves along quickly. It has all the twist and turns you would expect from a spy

novel. The story is littered with characters you know and love.Teddy Fay is a fresh and

interesting character.  I'm looking forward to reading more!”

Val, “Teddy Fay is back!. This is another Teddy Fay novel written with Parnell Hall. They must

be such fun to write when the lead character is such a bad dude who breaks the law

repeatedly. Murder is second nature to Teddy. In most cases it is either “Kill” or “Be Killed”.

Keep this character in stories please! You can’t go wrong with a Stuart Woods book. Very

enjoyable reading.”

Beemer Jim, “Fast paced with all the tricks!. Another great tale woven around the ingenious

Teddy Fay. Lots of intrigue, red herrings and Teddy’s panache. A must read for the whodunnit

fan!”

Terry Gander., “good read. Just like all the others in the series  ...  I've read all but the latest”

Mumzie, “Nothing. Awesome audio”
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